System SISIS Style

The SISIS Hydrotrac Prime Mover transports and controls a wide range of specially designed implements, including powered gang and rotary mowers, Veemo scarifiers, deep aerators, a spreader, top dresser, sweeper, sprayer, roller, twin mole plough, rakes, brushes and Truplay, a dragmat and transport bucket for maximum versatility on grass or hard porous surfaces. Most existing tractor operated implements can also be operated with the Hydrotrac, especially winter maintenance equipment.

A patented weight transfer system (used on the SISIS Hydro-main) on the rear of the Hydrotrac enables extra pressure to be applied to certain implements when required, without the addition of extra weights. There’s forward axle drive and power-assisted steering combined with a pivot-steer chassis.

The two-man cab has an opening roof, detachable doors, heater, windscreen wipers and washers front and rear – air conditioning is optional. The Hydrotrac is fitted with full lighting equipment, direction indicators, hazard lights and complies with road regulations.

A new, more compact SISIS Autocrat powered aerator gives a 4in x 4in x 4in tine performance, providing 100 holes per square yard. Twin head adaptors that increase the holes to 180 and 200 respectively are available.

An inbuilt hydraulic system raises and lowers the tine head unit and provides infinitely variable tine depth control.

Finally, the new SISIS Mk 2 Auto-Turfman is a heavy duty, powered aerator for year-round use on fine turf. There is choice of tines and the overall width is 2ft 5ins. Minimal surface disturbance and absence of load on wheels make it ideal for soft ground conditions. A 3ft spiker-slitter is available for front mounting, as is a transport trolley.

END OF SEASON BARGAINS

Workshop re-conditioned RANSOMES MOWING EQUIPMENT including:

- Auto-Certes 20” with Villiers engines choice of 3 excellent units
  £550.00 plus VAT

- Hydraulics 5/7 GANG MOWER in perfect working order
  £2,250.00 plus VAT

Contact: INTURF Limited
Telephone: 07592-4101 Office - daytime
07595-352 Evenings/Weekends

FOR SALE

HYDROMAIN 17 TRACTOR UNIT WITH TOP DRESSER, TURF CUTTER, SEEDER AND MOLE PLOUGH.

£4,000

Dumfries and County Golf Club,
Edinburgh Road, Dumfries.
Telephone (0387) 53585